CAMPUS BEAT

COME, TELL US. WE ARE ALL EARS!

Do you have an achievement that you want to crow about? Are you sitting on a minefield of campus gossip?
Are you in on what's 'trending' in your institute? Then write to us and we will give it the place it so rightfully
deserves. To be featured, send details and photographs to amcampusbeat@gmail.com

CIIE STARTS A LOUNGE TO ENCOURAGE START-UPS

OFF THE RECORD

Washroom zen

WINDS OF CHANGE

THE NEW Vice-Chancellor of Gujarat Vidyapith Dr Anamik Shah, it seems, believes in keeping up with
the changing times. He has started with refurbishing his office. Sources said, he has replaced the
mattresses in the VC's office with table and chairs.
Sources said, "This is the first time in history of
Vidyapith that the VC's office will have table and
chairs." This decision has not gone down
well with a few teachers at the university. One of the teachers, on
condition of anonymity, said,
"Things change, people change.
They are changing the furniture,
maybe soon there will be changes in other facets of the university. I hope they don't tamper
with the basic principles on
which Vidyapith was founded."

WHAT’S BUZZING

CREATIVE PROTESTS
NO MATTER what, there is no stifling creativity.
Architectural students of CEPT who have
been protesting against the university for
removal of their installations made in response to the arbitrary modification of the
South Façade have come up with more creative ways to show their displeasure. A student created a sculpture with a stone at the
bottom, a piece of lawn on top of it and another installation on top of the lawn. This
was his way of protesting the university’s
move to remove the sculptures from its
lawn. “Students have come up with more
creative ways of protesting - be it designing
posters, creating miniature installations,
writing open letter or transforming CEPT
lawn into a ‘graveyard’,” a student said.
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TRISHALI CHAUHAN, 18
SY BBA. B K Majmudar Institute Of
Business Administration
READING SPACE: Room full of
soft toys

You can write in to us at amfeedback@timesgroup.in

Those three years
sum up my entire life
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rishali’s favourite spot to study is her
childhood room, full of stuffed toys.
But these toys are a lot more than just
reminders of her childhood. According to
Trishali, the stuffed toys give her a sense of
peace and confidence. “Some think that
the idea is preposterous. But I have always
felt that the presence of my stuffed toys
help me study better,” she said.
Trishali said, “I have never had a panic
attack before/ during/ after my examinations. My soft toys calm me down. It is my
safe haven.”
Trishali is often teased by her brother
for her obsession with soft toys. But that
doesn’t bother her. “He thinks I am crazy.
But these toys give me positive energy.”

Perfect ambience
F
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ANSHITA SOLANKI, 25

MA, English literature, IGNOU
READING SPACE: Sabarmati Riverfront

or most Amdavadis, Sabarmati Riverfront is a place
to unwind with family and friends. Some use it for
morning walks and an occasional run. But for
Anshita, it is her personal study spot. She prefers the
stretch behind the VS Hospital. A student of English literature, she said, “As I have to read novel and watch
plays, beautiful ambience at the riverfront – the setting
sun, chirping of birds and walking by the water is the
perfect study ambience for me. I believe, whenever I read
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KEDAR DESAI

Engg student, LJ Institute of Technology
READING SPACE: Backyard garden

he life of an engineering student is hectic, full of
countless assignments and projects. So when it
came to choosing his personal study space, he put
a lot of thought into it. This mechanical engineering
student transformed his backyard into a mini-garden
which he uses as his ‘study spot’.
“I have a hectic schedule with lots of assignment
and projects. So, when I sit down to study, I like peace
and quiet and lots of fresh air. There are not many
places in the city where you can find such spots. So I
created one right in my backyard.”
Kedar has placed several potted plants, a swing and
a table in the garden. According to him, sitting in the
open with a light breeze and quiet helps him focus.
He said, “This place has a calming effect on me.
When I study here, I feel at peace and I easily remember all that I study here. I have been studying here for
years.”
Kedar is very particular of his study spot and personally cleans the space and maintains it. He has also
kept the space a no wifi zone to ensure there are no
distraction.

Having a study area with an old table and
chair with a soft board on the wall is such a
passé. Now-a-days, students choose the
'perfect' study spaces that calm their nerves
and help them focus, find out NIYATI RANA
and KRUTI NAIK

SHAYONA INSTITUTE of Business Management announced that Hiren Patel
(Alumni – SIBM) and Dharti Saraiya Human Resource have been chosen
Student of the Year (2012-2014).
They were awarded rolling trophy,
medal and certificates by Dr BK
Nirmal (Director) of the institute

—Inputs by Niyati Rana
and Kruti Naik

ABHISHEK JAIN

FILMMAKER, ALUMNUS OF
BKMIBA- HLBBA

In lap of nature

Positive vibes

@SIBM

ENGINEERING STUDENTS of IIT Gandhinagar are learning
lessons in social
welfare by organising art and craft
workshop for underprivileged students.

that it was the ideal place for us. There
were not many people there and it was
peaceful.”
Aneri added, there are several
students who love to read in the pantry
or the canteen or under the stairs.
“Once you find your spot, you are
all sorted out. Hostels are the best
because sometimes a large number of
people gather in a student’s room and
there is a group study session. The
interaction and things you learn in a
group is fabulous,” she said.
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Study
haven

ORGANIZED STATE-LEVEL Open House
event to showcase 250 outstanding
projects carried out by students of 16
government engineering colleges as a
part of their industrial projects. All the
participating students received a
certificate of appreciation.
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Liberal arts, PDPU
READING SPACE: college washroom
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ANERI PANCHAL AND RICHA G

here would you go for last-minute revisions before a big exam or
test? For Aneri Panchal and Richa
G, students of liberal arts, it is the washroom of the Pandit Deendayal Petroleum
University (PDPU).
They make themselves comfortable
on the washbasin platform as they revise
their lessons. Aneri said, “Once, we went
to the washroom of the college before
the exam. As we were nervous, we continued reading even as we entered the
washroom. And suddenly we realised

NEWSMAKERS

@IITGANDHINAGAR

AhmedabadMirror

Centre for Innovation Incubation and Entrepreneurship Development is organizing a Start-Up Lounge -- an event organized to uplift start-ups in country. In the first phase
startups - Navstik Autonomous Systems, LogicStack, Phonologies (India), Agnie Software and Coffeetable.in were shortlisted to be part of the lounge.

here, it not only boosts my confidence but also helps me imagine
and understand.” Solanki works
for a KPO and so she gets time
only on weekends to go to riverfront.
On weekdays, she sticks to her
room, wired to internet to watch
plays online and refer to online
material. It takes her 15 minutes
on her two wheeler to drive from
Vishala Circle to Riverfront. She
spends nearly two hours a day at
the riverfront, reading fiction.
She said, many visit the place
with camera to do photo-shoot,
to walk and do creative activities
and so it adds to the charm of the
riverfront.
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hen I flip through
the pages of nostalgia, there is so
much I have to
share with all of
you. Coming from a high
school where there was practically nothing in the name of
extracurricular activities, I
decided to make up for my loss
with a vengeance when I
enrolled for my BBA course at
BKMIBA-HLBBA. And I ensured
I wasted no time.
I decided to participate in
every event, big or small,
throughout the three years that
I was to spend in the college.
Right from skits to ad mad
shows, debates to group discussions, conclaves to youth festivals and cultural festivals to
national competition, there was
nothing I did not participate in
with a lot of passion and commitment. After all, who knew
whether I would get a second
chance to showcase my talents.
To my pleasant surprise, at
the end of three years, I was
given an award for continuous
and meritorious performance
for having aced in more than 90
extracurricular contests I had
represented my college in. Till
date, it is my biggest achievement and the emotional value
attached to it makes it difficult
for anybody to anything it in
my opinion.
I spent most hours of the
day in the college. Today when
I look at the spots I used to frequently hang out at, the library,
the canteen, the classrooms and
the stairs, a film starts playing
in my head in flashback mode.
That’s how strongly these
spaces and things induce nostalgia for me – getting everyone
together to contribute to canteen funds, planning mass
bunking and finding out that
only some of us managed to do

so, taking girls out for a movie
like Boom and leaving the theatre half way through the movie
feeling embarrassed, lending
them a shoulder to cry on while
watching Kal Ho Na Ho…
there’s so much to remember
and share lest I forget these
lovely memories.
We were the backbenchers,
who would chat endlessly during the lectures and go silent
when the professor would ask
us to answer a question. As if
the embarrassment was not
enough, instead of helping us
out, our friends would make
faces to make us laugh in front
of the already fuming professor.
During the exams, classmates
who were in the good books of
teachers suddenly became our
‘dearest buddies’ since we knew
they were to sit right next to us
in the exam hall. And on days
when we had combined classes
for certain subjects, we used to
get really excited to see so many
more students in the class.
And then how can I forget
how we threw weight around as
seniors and ended up crying
like babies during the farewell.
A string of beautiful events in
the garland of life – I think
those three years sum up my
entire life where I lived to the
fullest.
The remaining years now are
to be spent cherishing those
bygone days that have made me
what I am today.
My fondest memories are
associated with my college.
When I pass by the college
campus today, I feel proud to
tell whoever is accompanying
me that this is my college. I also
wonder whether I could go back
to the college and re-live those
glorious days, more fearlessly
now that I understand the
trappings of the ruthless world
I live in.

